Manytest statistics are asymptotically equivalent to quadratic forms of normal variables, which are further equivalent to T ¼ P d i ¼ 1 l i z 2 i with z i being independent and following N ð 0 ; 1 Þ .T wo approximations to the distribution of T have been implemented in popular software and are widely used in evaluating various models. It is important to know how accurate these approximations arew hen comparedt oe ach other and to the exact distribution of T .The paper systematically studies the quality of the two approximations and examines the effect of the l i and the degreesoffreedom d by analysis and Monte Carlo.The results imply that the adjusted distribution for T can be as good as knowing its exact distribution. When the coefficient of variation of the l i is small, the rescaled statistic T R ¼ dT= ð P d i ¼ 1 l i Þ is also adequate for practical model inference. But comparing T R against x 2 d will inflate type Ie rrors when substantial differences exist among the l i ,e specially,w hen d is also large.
Introduction
In many statistical problems,the statistics fortesting null hypotheses are asymptotically equivalent to quadratic formso fn ormal variables,w hich may not follow ac hi-square distribution. Examples include the general likelihoodr atio (LR) statistic whent he distribution is misspecified (Foutz &S rivastava, 1977; Vuong,1 989) ; the Pearson chi-square statistic forc ontingency tables when the true covariance matrix of the estimated cells cannot be consistently estimated (Rao &S cott, 1984) ; test statistics in covariance structurea nalysis when the discrepancy functioni ss pecified using the normality assumption but the true underlying population distribution of the sample is unknown ( Shapiro, 1983) ;t ests tatistics ford imension reduction in inverse regression when the underlying distribution of the predictors is unknown (Li, 1991 (Li, , 1992 Bura & Cook, 2001; Cook &Ni, 2005) ; and the LR statistic in testing the number of components in an ormal mixture model when the null hypothesis holds ( Lo, Mendell, &R ubin, 2001) .T he quadratic formsa re also the building blocks fort he commonly used F -statistics in ANOVA and regression. The distribution of aq uadratic form of normal variables can be characterized by al inear combination of independent chi-square variates,e achw ith one degree of freedom. Becauset he exact distribution of al inear combination of independent chi-square variates is difficult to obtain in general, various approximations to its distribution have been proposed (Solomon &S tephens, 1977) . Twor elativelys imple ones are widely used in practice: one is to rescale the statistic involved, the other is to adjust the chi-square distribution. The purposeo ft his paper is to study these two distribution approximations using analysis and Monte Carlo. In Section2 ,w er eview the two approximations, their use in practice, and existing studies.The necessity and frameworkfor the current study are also made clear after the review. In Section 3, we study the effect of the coefficients on the approximations. Section 4p resentsM onte Carlo results. Conclusions and discussiona re provided in Section 5.
Tw oa pproximations to the distribution of quadratic forms
Let x , N p ð 0 ; G Þ and T ¼ x 0 Wx be aquadratic form in x .The matrix G is typicallyoffull rank while W is non-negative definite. Let the rank of W be d and the non-zero eigenvalues of W G be l 1 , l 2 , ::: , l d .T here exists
where z i , N ð 0 ; 1 Þ and are independent. Let c ¼ P d i ¼ 1 l i = d .The first approximation to the distribution of T is to rescale T by T R ¼ c 2 1 T and compare T R against x 2 d for inference. We will use the notation
to imply approximating the distributiono f T R by x 2 d or that of T by c x 2 d .I ti so bvious that E ð T R Þ¼d ,s ot hatt he rescalingi sa ctually am eanc orrection. Am ore sophisticated correction is to also adjust the degrees of freedomo ft he chi-square distribution as in
where a and b are determined by matching the first two moments of T with those of a x 2 b .S traightforward calculationl eads to
In dealing with the effect of surveydesign on analysing multiway contingencytables, Rao and Scott (1984) noted that the approximationsi ne quations (2) and (3) are adequate in practice. In the contexto fc ovariance structure analysis, Bentler (1988, 1994) proposed using the two approximations when T is the normaldistribution-based LR statistic. Monte Carlo results in Hu, Bentler, and Kano (1992) showed that the approximation in (2) performed very well. The rescaled statistic T R in (2) hasb een in standard software (EQS, LISREL, Mplus) form any years and usedi n numerous publications by researchersi np sychology,e ducation, sociology,m edicine, business, etc.T he adjusted distribution for T in (3) has also been in popular software (e.g. EQS, Mplus)a nd widely used in analysing data with violation of distribution conditions.
Although these two approximations have been used fori nference on av ariety of models, their relative merits are notw ell understood. In the context of covariance structure analysis, Fouladi( 1997 Fouladi( , 2000 reported that (3) performs better than (2). In testing the dimensionality of the space of the effective predictorsu sing inverse regression, Bura and Cook(2003) also found that (3) performs better than (2). However, Bentler and Xie (2000) found that (2) performs much betterthan (3). These conclusions are based on examples and simulated type Ie rrors, not the overall distribution approximation. Satorra and Bentler (1994) reported afew percentiles of T and T R using as mall simulation, but did not contrast the two approximations. As we shalls ee, the performance of the two approximations depends on the values of the coefficients l i in (1). None of the above studies have controlled these coefficients. Actually,i na ny of these contexts, it is ratherd ifficultt oc ontrol the l i when G and W are derived from models. Even when all the l i can be specified, their effect on (2) and (3) will be confounded with sampling errorsdue to finite sample sizes.
In practice, the significance of as tatistic is reported eitheru sing its p -value or indicating whether the null hypothesis is rejected at acertain level. Forthe statistic T R , the p -value is the probability
where t R is the observed value of T R and the probability is evaluated according to the true distribution of T R .B ecauset he true distribution of T R is unknown, the reported p -value in software output is calculated using x 2 d according to (2). Obviously, fort he p -value to make sense, the true distribution of T R needs to be well approximatedby x 2 d in the interval ½ t R ; 1 Þ .B ecause t R [ ½ 0 ; 1 Þ ,t he overall distribution of T R needs to be well described by x 2 d in order to trust the reported p -value. Similarly,t he overall distribution of T needs to be well describedby a x 2 b in order forthe p -value based on (3) to make sense. When the statistic is used purely forh ypothesis testing, the reference distribution needs to describethe tail behaviour of the statistic well in order to properly control type Ie rrors. In this paper,w ewill contrast the approximations (2) and (3) in both tail behavioura nd the overall distribution. We will also study how these approximations performwhencompared to astatistic that exactly followsachi-square distribution. When studying them through an LR or Pearson chi-square statistic, we will not be able to separate the approximation of the distribution of the statistic with that of aquadratic form from those in (2) and (3). So we will only study (2) and (3) when W and G or the l i in (1) are given. Using known l i also allowsustoeasily design conditions on their relative size, which has the strongest effect on the two approximations. We will discuss the implicationand limitation of our results in the concluding section.
Effect of the coefficients l i on the approximating distributions
In this section we study the effect of the l i on the approximations in (2) and (3) by analysis, and relate the a and b to the coefficient of variation of the l i .W ew ill also introduce the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distancea nd ar elated measure of mean distance between two distributions,w hich will be used to study the performance of the two approximations in the next section by Monte Carlo.
When
nd the approximationsi n( 2) and (3) are perfect. When all the l i in (1) changep roportionally,i .e. l i becoming t l i ,then T changes to t T ; c changes to t c ; a changes to t a ;and b remains the same.Insuch acase, the qualities of the approximations in (2) and (3) do not change. So it is the relative sizes of the l i that affect the two approximations.
But the scaling factor c remains the same.Sothe quality of the approximationin (2) is affected as variations occur among the l i .Itisobvious that the relative sizes of the l i also affect the approximation in (3). To see how a and b changewhen the l i change,
This implies that b reaches its maximum value at d when all the l i are equal; b decreases as the l i departf rom each other.B ecause ab ¼
a will increase when the l i departf rom each other. Of course, when P d i ¼ 1 l i decreases, it is veryl ikely that both a and b decrease. We may use the coefficient of variation of the l i , CVð l Þ¼ SDð l Þ l ¼
to measure the relative variations among the l i ,where l ¼
When CVð l Þ¼0, both the approximations in (2) and (3) are perfect. Theyb ecome poorer as CVð l Þ increases.A ctually,both a and b are closely related to CVð l Þ .Itf ollows from
and a ¼ l ½ CV 2 ð l Þþ1 :
So the approximations in (2) and (3) are equivalent only when CVð l Þ¼0. The distribution approximation in (2) can be regarded as approximating (3) by treating CVð l Þ as equalto0even when it is not. So we wouldexpect that the difference between (2) and (3) becomes obvious when CVð l Þ increases. The approximationw ill also depend on the degrees of freedom. As d increases, according to the central limittheorem, the distribution of T may even be approximately described by an ormal distribution, and so may a x 2 b , T R ,a nd x 2 d .T hus, we may expect that the approximations in (2) and (3) will improvea s d increases, which will be examinedb yM onte Carlo in the next section. We will use the well-known Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic to evaluate the overall distribution approximations in (2) and (3). The KS statistic measures the distance between the empirical distribution function (EDF)^F ð t Þ and the proposed target distribution function G ð t Þ ; F ð t Þ will be reservedf or the true cumulative distribution function (CDF) of T .Suppose we have N independent observations on T .Let the ordered statistics be t ð 1 Þ # t ð 2 Þ # ::: # t ð N Þ .T hen the KS is calculated by
BecauseK Si sd etermined by one point on the reall ine, it does not give us the whole picture of the approximation. Fore xample, with one statistic and ag iven distribution we may have KS 1 ¼ : 2a nd KS i , : 001f or i . 1; with anothers tatistic and ag iven distribution we may have KS i ¼ : 1f or all i .T hen, KS ¼ : 2f or the first statistic and KS ¼ : 1f or the second statistic. However,t he distribution descriptionf or the first statistic is better than that forthe secondstatistic exceptatthe left tail. Another measure that better characterizes the overall discrepancy between^F ð t Þ and G ð t Þ is the averageor the mean of the KS i ,
This statistic was proposed in Yuan, Hayashi, and Bentler (2007) .W ew ill use it in the next sectiont os tudy the distribution approximations in (2) and (3). The maximum value of the KS is 1.0, which implies that^F ð t Þ and G ð t Þ do not have any overlap. To see the maximum value of MKS, we may assume that^F ð t Þ is above G ð t Þ or G ð t ð 1 Þ Þ¼1 : 0, then
The KS and MKSwill be used to measure the distance betweenthe EDF of T R and the CDF of x 2 d as well as that betweenthe EDFof T = a and the CDF of x 2 b in the next section.
Monte Carlo results
In this section, we use Monte Carlo to study the effect of CVð l Þ and d on the two approximations in (2) and (3). First, we let CVð l Þ changewith afixed d ;next, we let d change; then we let both d and CVð l Þ change. We will startwith the overall distribution and then turnt ot he tail behaviourasr eflected by type Ie rrors.
Overall distribution
Let d ¼ 2a nd the vector of the l i be l k ¼ð1 ; k Þ 0 .T he CVð l Þ ,K Sa nd MKSf or k ¼ 2,::: ,10, with N ¼ 2,000 replications, are reported in correspond to the approximation in (3). Because applied researcherscommonly use the nominal x 2 d as the reference distribution fort he LR statistic without checking the distribution of the sample, we also include
in the study.The KS and MKS corresponding to (4) are reported under L x 2 d ,which means referring a'linear combination' of chi-square variates to ac hi-squaredistribution.
When k ¼ 2, CVð l Þ¼0 : 333, the KS under c x 2 d is the smallest,a nd the MKS under c x 2 d is also comparable to that forthe ideal case. As k or CVð l Þ increases,the KS and MKS under x 2 d fluctuate; the KS and MKS under c x 2 d also fluctuate, but theytend to increase; those under a x 2 b also tend to increase, but much mores lowly; those under L x 2 d are always the greatest. The largest numberi ne ach column is marked in bold, which indicates how largeK Sa nd MKS can be under the worstc ase. Because the largest numberunder x 2 d is just by chance and the largest numbersunder L x 2 d , c x 2 d ,and a x 2 b are due to systematic errorsi na ddition to chance,c omparing these numbers gives us the information on the quality of the approximationi n( 2), (3), and (4). The largest KS corresponding to (4) is about 15 times the perfect case; that corresponding to c x 2 d is four times the perfect case; that corresponding to a x 2 b is aboutt wice the perfect case. Comparisons of the largest MKSs are similar to those of the KSs. Eachnumberinthe last row of Table 1i st he averageo ft he previous rows, according to which the approximation in (3) is alot better than that in (2). Actually,only when k ¼ 2does the approximation in (2) enjoy smaller KS and MKS than those for(3); we put this condition in bold in the first columnoft he table.
To see the effect of the degrees of freedomo nt he approximations in (2) and (3), we next study the conditions of d ¼ 6w ith l k ¼ð1 0 3 ; k 1 0 3 Þ 0 and d ¼ 10 with l k ¼ð1 0 5 ; k 1 0 5 Þ 0 ,w here 1 j representsavector of j 1s. The KS and MKSa re reported in Tables 2and 3, respectively. Although the degrees of freedom have increased,the CVð l Þ foragiven k is the same due to the same two distinct l i .T he patterns of KS and MKS under L x 2 d and c x 2 d in Tables 2a nd 3a re about the same as in Table 1 ; theyt end to Table 1 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposed distributions: Table 2o r3is smaller than that under x 2 d .C omparing the averaged KS or MKS at the bottomo fT ables 1-3, we notice that those corresponding to x 2 d tend to be stable as d changes, since the distribution of KS does not depend on F ;the KS and MKS corresponding to c x 2 d also appear not affected when d changes; the KS and MKS corresponding to L x 2 d obviously increase when d increases;t hose corresponding to a x 2 b tend to decrease as d increases. At d ¼ 10,t o three decimal places, the averageKSunder a x 2 b is identical to that under x 2 d ,and so is the averageM KS.
Mean and covariance structure analysis typically involves manyv ariables,a nd the degrees of freedom can be much larger than those studied in Tables 1-3; there can be many predictorsinregression and the degrees of freedom can also be verylargeintesting the numberofprincipal Hessian directions when using inverse regression. It is most likely that, as the dimension increases,the corresponding CVð l Þ will also change. To further Table 2 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposed distributions: Table 3 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposed distributions: compare the two approximations in (2) and (3) under these conditions, we choose: d ¼ 10 with 10 conditions on the l i given by l 1 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::;1 : 9 Þ 0 , l 2 ¼ ð 1 ; 1 : 2 ; 1 : 4 ;:::;2 : 8 Þ 0 , ::: , l 10 ¼ð1 ; 2 ; 3 ;:::; 10Þ 0 ; d ¼ 30 with 10 conditions on the l i given by l 1 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 3 : 9 Þ 0 , l 2 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 2 ; 1 : 4 ;:::; 6 : 8 Þ 0 , ::: , l 10 ¼ ð 1 ; 2 ; 3 ;:::; 30Þ 0 ;a nd d ¼ 50 with 10 conditions on the l i given by l 1 ¼ ð 1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::;5 : 9 Þ , l 2 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 2 ; 1 : 4 ;:::;10: 8 Þ 0 , :::, l 10 ¼ð1 ; 2 ; 3 ;:::; 50Þ 0 .T he KS andMKS using N ¼ 2,000aswellasthe associated CVð l Þ arereportedinT ables4-6. Except when d ¼ 10 and k ¼ 5, whereK Sa nd MKSu nder c x 2 d ares maller than those underboth x 2 d and a x 2 b ,all theother KS andMKS correspondingtothe approximationin (3)a re smallert hant hose correspondingtot he approximationi n( 2).T he KS andM KS under a x 2 b in Table4arealmostassmall as thoseunder x 2 d ;the averageKSand MKSunder a x 2 b in Table5areevensmaller than thoseunder x 2 d ,due to sampling errors. Theaverage KS andMKS under a x 2 b areidentical to thoseunder x 2 d in Table6.As d andCV ð l Þ increase, Table 4 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposed distributions: d ¼ 10, l k ¼ 1 10 þ k (0,0.1,0.2, :::,0.9) 0 ,2,000 replications Table 5 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposed distributions: d ¼ 30, l k ¼ 1 30 þ k ð 0 ; 0 : 1 ; 0 : 2 ;:::; 2 : 9 Þ 0 ,2,000 replications theKSand MKSunder L x 2 d reachtheir maximum; then it is meaninglesstoapproximate the linear combinationofchi-squarevariatesbythe nominalchi-squaredistribution.
In thep racticeo fp rincipal components andf actora nalysis, when orderingt he eigenvalues of asamplecovariance matrix from largetosmall,itoften happensthatthe first fewdropdramaticallyinsize, andthe remaining ones slowly decrease. Thephenomenon that most smallere igenvalues sito naline is called thes creet esti nf actora nalysis( see Gorsuch, 1983,pp. 165-169) .W ealsoi nclude thef ollowing conditionstomimic such a phenomenon: d ¼ 10 and l 10 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 1 : 7 ; 1 : 8 ; 10Þ 0 ; 9e igenvalues aree venly spaced exceptt he largesto ne; d ¼ 20 and l 20 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 2 : 6 ; 2 : 7 ; 10; 20Þ 0 ,1 8 eigenvalues aree venlys paced except thel argest two; ::: ; d ¼ 100 and l 100 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 9 : 7 ; 9 : 8 ; 9 : 9 ; 10; 20; 30;:::;100 Þ 0 ,9 0e igenvalues aree venly spaced exceptthe largest1 0. Table7containsthe CVð l Þ as well as theK Sand MKSf or Table 6 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposed distributions: d ¼ 50, l k ¼ 1 50 þ k ð 0 ; 0 : 1 ; 0 : 2 ;:::; 4 : 9 Þ 0 ,2,000 replications Table 7 . KS distances and MKS between the empirical distributions of the statistics and their proposedd istributions: l d ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 1 þ 0 : 1 ½ d 2 d = 10 2 1 ; 10; 20;:::; d Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications l 10 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 1 : 7 ; 1 : 8 ; 10Þ 0 , l 20 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 2 : 6 ; 2 : 7 ; 10; 20Þ 0 , ::: , l 100 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 9 : 7 ; 9 : 8 ; 9 : 9 ; 10; 20; 30;:::;100 Þ 0 . thesec onditions. TheC V ð l Þ increasesa s d increases, theK Sa nd MKSu nder x 2 d remain stable as they shouldbe; thoseunder L x 2 d reachtheir maximumvalues after d ¼ 50 or 40; theKSand MKSunder c x 2 d tend to increase due to theincrease of CVð l Þ ;but theKSand MKSunder a x 2 b tend to decreasedue to theincreaseof d ,althoughCV ð l Þ also increases. We may conclude from Tables 1-7 that, when controlling CVð l Þ ,the approximation in (2) is almostn ot affected by the degrees of freedomw hile the approximation in (3) improves as the degrees of freedomincrease. Foragiven d ,whenCV ð l Þ increases, the approximation in (2) tends to becomeworse;the approximation in (3) also tendsto becomew orsew hen d is small. At al arge d ,t he approximation in (3) is almostn ot affected by the changeofC V ð l Þ .
Ty pe Ie rrors
Type Ierrorsf or each distribution description are obtained under the same conditions as those fort he overall distribution approximation. We also use the same notation as introduced in the previous subsection. Fore ach condition we reportt ype Ie rrors corresponding to nominallevel a ¼ : 01, .025, .05, and .10, which are most widely used in the applied literature.
Tables 8-10 contain Monte Carlo type Ie rrorsc orresponding to the conditions in Tables1 -3, respectively. Each table also contains the averageo ft he absolute differences (AAD)b etween the Monte Carlo type Ie rrorsa nd the nominall evel a across all the conditions of CVð l Þ fore ach distribution description. Because type I errorsunder x 2 d are obtained by comparing achi-square random variable to the critical value from its true distribution, we may regardt he differences betweent he Monte Carlo type Ie rrorsa nd the nominall evel as due to sampling error.A se xpected,t he Monte Carlo type Ie rrorsu nder L x 2 d are much greater than the nominall evel, due to half of the l j being greater than 1.0. Not expected is that all the Monte Carlo type I errorsu nder c x 2 d are substantially greater than the nominall evel, indicating poor approximation of (2) at the tail. The AAD under c x 2 d ranges from 3t o8times that under x 2 d .The Monte Carlo type Ierrorsunder a x 2 b fluctuate around the nominal levels, and are very comparable to those under x 2 d .O ft he 12 AADs under a x 2 b ,f our of them equal those under x 2 d ;t hree are slightly greater than those under x 2 d ;fi ve are slightly smaller than those under x 2 d .C omparing the AADs in Tables 8-10,w efi nd that the AAD under c x 2 d increases with d and so does the AAD under L x 2 d .B ut the AADs under a x 2 b are stablea sa re those under x 2 d . We may notice that, under x 2 d ,t he AAD tendst oi ncrease as a increases.T hisi s because the variance of the Monte Carlo type Ie rror,g iven by a ð 1 2 a Þ = N ,i sa n increasing function of a on the interval ½ 0 ;:5 .The smaller variance at asmaller a leads to the smaller AADs. Similarly,the excellent behaviour of the Monte Carlo type Ierrors in Tables 9a nd 10 fort he approximation in (3) might be explainedb yV arð T = a Þ¼2 b , and b , d unless CVð l Þ¼0.
Tables 11 Table 7 . Thoseu nder c x 2 d obviously departm oref rom the nominal levels than in the previous tables,those corresponding to the greater CVð l Þ sare more than 10 times the nominall evel when a ¼ : 01, more than fivet imes the nominall evel when a ¼ : 025, more than three times the nominal level when a ¼ : 05, and more than twice the nominallevel when a ¼ : 10. The AAD under c x 2 d is from 14 to 38 times the AAD under x 2 d .A t a ¼ : 01, .025, the Monte Carlo type Ie rrorsu nder a x 2 b are also systematically greater than the nominall evels, indicating that the statistic T has ah eavier tail than that of a x 2 b on the extreme right. At a ¼ : 05, .10, the Monte Carlo type Ierrorsunder a x 2 b are very comparable to those under x 2 d .At a ¼ : 10, the AAD under a x 2 b is even smaller than that under x 2 d . We mayconcludefromTables8-14thatthe tail approximationin (2) 
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper,w eq uantified the conditions that may affect the two widelyu sed approximations. The quality of the two approximations was studied by varying and controlling the conditions. Because the true CDF, F ð t Þ ,o faquadratic form is hard to evaluate, we used the EDF^F ð t Þ to estimate it. In addition to using Monte Carlo, one may use anumerical method to approximate F ð t Þ ,which can be defined through an integral with an infinite upper limit. The procedure involves replacing the infinity limit by afinite number,f ollowed by an umerical integration (see Farebrother,1 990). Errorsw ill occur when replacing the infinite limit by afi nite limit and when using an umerical method to calculate the area under acontinuous curve.The amount of error depends on the chosen upper limit and the number of rectangles or trapezoids used in the numerical integration, as well as on the value of x .T he amount of computation in the numerical method can be huge, although the error can be made arbitrarilysmall. Comparing to using an umerical method to evaluate
The mean square error (MSE) in^F ð t Þ can be characterized by
With N ¼ 2,000inthe study, we have MSE # 0 : 000125. TheMSE canbemadesmaller if we choose alarger N .But N ¼ 2,000isenoughfor our purpose, that is,wecan clearly tell the pros andconsofeachofthe twoapproximationsunder varied conditions. The overall distribution approximations in (2) and (3) are comparable when both CVð l Þ and the degrees of freedom are small. The approximation in (3) generally performs better,e speciallyw hen d is large. WhenC V ð l Þ is not large, sayl esst han 0.5 Table 9 . Type Ie rrorso fe xact chi-square and three approximations to the distributions of quadratic formswhen CVð l Þ changes: d ¼ 6, l k ¼ð1 0 3 ; k 1 0 3 Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications and d is greater than 10, the overall distribution approximation in (3) can be as good as knowing the exactd istribution of T .T he approximationi n( 3) also describes the right tail of the T in (1) as well as knowing the exact distribution of T .The approximation in (2) does not describe the right tail of the T in (1) well. In particular,the right tail of T R is heavier than that of x 2 d .Either alarger d or alarger CVð l Þ makes the approximation of the tail behaviour in (2) worse.
The paperh as focused on the quadratic form in (1) with given W and G or l i .I n practice, as tatistic is only approximated by aq uadratic form rather than equallinga quadratic form.T he discrepancy between the quadratic form and the corresponding statistic dependsont he sample size and the underlying population distribution; and it approaches zero as the sample size goes to infinity.Similarly, W and G or l i will have to be estimated when applying either of the approximations in (2) or (3) forr eal data analysis. The discrepancy between the estimates l^i and l i will also depend on the samples izea nd theu nderlyingp opulation distribution. When theu nderlying population distribution is unknown, we will not be able to quantify either of the discrepancies at afi nite sample size. Such ad ifficulty is associated with almosta ll statistical inferences beyond the regression model with normally distributed errors.
Despite the two discrepancies, the obtained results in this paper agree well with many simulated results at finite sample sizes. Fore xample, Fouladi (2000) studied 340 conditions of model and data when T is the normal-distribution-based LR statistic. At a ¼ : 05, the averageMonte Carlo type Ierror of the approximation in (2) is .143, almost three times the nominall evel; while the averageM onte Carlo type Ie rror of the Table 10 . Type Ie rrorso fe xact chi-square and three approximations to the distributions of quadratic formswhen CVð l Þ changes: d ¼ 10, l k ¼ð1 0 5 ; k 1 0 5 Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications (3) is .067,o nly slightly greater than the nominal level. Yuan and Bentler (1998) studied the approximation in (2) when T is the normal-distribution-based LR statistic and reported the population CVð l Þ .W ith 15 observedv ariables and three different models, at CVð l Þ¼0o r0.089and whenthe sample size is greater than 500, type Ierrorsofthe approximation in (2) are veryclose to the nominallevel. However,at CVð l Þ¼2 : 38, type Ierrorsofthe approximationin(2) departfrom the nominallevel as the sample size increases. Although we are unable to remove the discrepancy betweenthe LR statistic and the quadratic form at afinite sample size, the results obtained together with those reported in Fouladi (1997 Fouladi ( , 2000 do provide us ac lear picture on which statistic to choose at mediumt ol arges ample sizes.T he approximation in (3) may even describe the behaviour of T better than that in (2) at smaller sample sizes, 1 but it needs to be Table 11 . Type Ie rrorso fe xact chi-square and three approximations to the distributions of quadraticf orms when CVð l Þ changes: d ¼ 10, l k ¼ 1 10 þ k ð 0 ; 0 : 1 ; 0 : 2 ;:::; 0 : 9 Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications (3),we need to emphasize that, even when CVð l Þ¼0, close to exact distribution description of T by (3) as reported in Tables 1-7 or close to nominalt ypeIerrorsa sr eported in Tables 8-14 may not be obtainable in reald ata analysis unless the sample size is large. Actually,a ts maller sample sizes,t he normal-distribution-based LR statistic over-rejects the correct model substantially even when the population is normally distributed (see Bentler &Y uan, 1999) . With using the approximationin (3), what we can expect is that the test controls type Ierrorsaswell as when referring acorrect-distribution-based LR statistic to the nominal chi-square distribution.
With aC V ð l Þ substantially greater than 0, the approximation in (2) forr eal data analysis suffers from bothsampling error due to afinite sample size and systematic error due to the quality of the approximation as reported in this paper.Ifthe sampling error is positive, then (2) will lead to even greater over-rejection of the correct model than those reportedinT ables 8-14.Ifthe sampling error is negative,then (2) may lead to close to nominaltypeIerrors. At arelativelylargesample size, inference based on (2) will lead to over-rejection unless CVð l Þ < 0. The over-or under-rejection of the approximationi n (3) will be mainly at smaller sample sizes. In Monte Carlo studies with LR or other statistics, it may happent hat the l i are equale ven when the likelihood function is misspecified (see Yuan &Bentler, 1998) . Then the approximationin(2) uses the correct assumption about the l i and thus it will perform better than that in (3).C onflicting results on controlling type Ierrorsbythe two approximations (e.g. Fouladi, 1997 Fouladi, , 2000 Table 12 . Type Ie rrorso fe xact chi-square and three approximations to the distributions of quadraticf orms when CVð l Þ changes: d ¼ 30, l k ¼ 1 30 þ k ð 0 ; 0 : 1 ; 0 : 2 ;:::; 2 : 9 Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications (2) is preferred when CVð l Þ¼0. In practice, we will not have the l i and thus do not know whether CVð l Þ¼0ornot.Ananalytical result (see Muirhead, 1982, p. 388) implies that larger sample eigenvalues l^i tend to over-estimate their population counterparts and smaller ones tend to under-estimate their population counterparts. Thus, even when CVð l Þ¼0, we still have apositive CVð l^Þ .Further study on how to test CVð l Þ¼0will be valuable forproper applicationsof (2).
At est statistic is asymptotically equivalent to aq uadratic form only under the hypothesis of acorrectly specifiedmodel. 2 So the results in Section 4are on type Ierrors. Theyare also related to type II errorsorpower.For example, the results in Tables 8-14 suggest that the right tail of T R is heavier than that of x 2 d .Ifone uses T R , x 2 d forinference when CVð l Þ is not trivial and the sampling error is small, then the power will be artificially inflated. With misspecified models, atests tatistic, including the LR statistic, cannotbeasymptotically described by quadratic formsingeneral (see Yuan et al.,2007) . Table 13 . Type Ie rrorso fe xact chi-square and three approximations to the distributions of quadraticf orms when CVð l Þ changes: d ¼ 50, l k ¼ 1 50 þ k ð 0 ; 0 : 1 ; 0 : 2 ;:::; 4 : 9 Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications Although many test statistics are asymptotically equivalent to quadratic forms, the two approximations are most widely used in mean and covariance structure analysis. As mentioned in Sections 1a nd 2, the rescaled statistic is available in EQS, LISREL, and Mplus;t he adjusted statistic is available in Mplus and in recent builds of EQS. The command 'Method ¼ xx, Robust;' in model specification forE QS computes both the rescaled and adjusted statistics fora ny estimator 'xx' such as xx ¼ ML or xx ¼ GLS (see Bentler, 2006, p. 8, 289) . The same command is applicablet on on-normal continuous data, categorical data, and non-normal missing data as well as various model types such as multilevel models and correlation structures. In Mplus,the command for computing the rescaled statistic is 'ESTIMATOR ¼ MLR;', 'ESTIMATOR ¼ MLM;' or 'ESTIMATOR ¼ WLSM;', depending on data type and estimation method used; the command forg enerating the adjusted statistic is 'ESTIMATOR ¼ MLMV;'o r' ESTIM-ATOR ¼ WLSMV;', depending on data type and estimation method used (see Muthé n& Muthé n, 2006, p. 426) . In LISREL the sample estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix G is computed with PRELIS and saved in afile with suffix 'ACC'. Thisisthenread into LISREL, where the scaled statistic 'C3' is computed as acorrection to 'C2', which is Table 14 . Type Ie rrorso fe xact chi-square and three approximations to the distributions of quadraticf orms when d andC V(l )c hanges: l d ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 1 þ : 1 ½ d 2 d = 10 2 1 ; 10; 20;:::; d Þ 0 ,2 ,000 replications l 10 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 1 : 7 ; 1 : 8 ; 10Þ 0 , l 20 ¼ð1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 2 : 6 ; 2 : 7 ; 10; 20Þ 0 , :::, l 100 ¼ ð 1 ; 1 : 1 ; 1 : 2 ;:::; 9 : 7 ; 9 : 8 ; 9 : 9 ; 10; 20; 30;:::;100Þ 0 . asymptotically equivalent to aq uadratic form.T he rescaled statistic is available for methodsULS, GLS, ML,and DWLS, as defined in LISREL (Jö reskog ,Sö rbom, du Toit, & du Toit, 2000, Chap.4) .
